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Abstract
We study five-dimensional gravity models with non-vanishing background scalar fields which are dual to non-conformal
boundary field theories. We develop a procedure to decouple the graviton fluctuations from the scalar ones and apply it to
the simplest case of one scalar field. The quadratic action for the decoupled scalar fluctuations has a very simple form and
can be used to compute two-point functions. We perform this computation for the two examples of background RG flow
recently considered by DeWolfe and Freedman and find physically reasonable results. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
1. Introduction
w xThe AdSrCFT correspondence 1–3 provides a
powerful method for computing correlation functions
of gauge invariant operators in Ns4 supersymmet-
 .ric Yang-Mills theory YM in four dimensions at
large N and at strong ’t Hooft coupling. A question
of obvious interest is to extend the correspondence
and in particular the prescription for computing Green
functions to a general class of theories without or
.with spontaneously broken superconformal invari-
ance. Such theories have a renormalization group
flow and they generically arise either from deform-
ing YM away from the conformal point by adding to
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w xthe Lagrangian IR relevant perturbations 4–15 or
by giving vacuum expectation values to scalar fields
w x16–20 . In the gauged supergravity description the
corresponding bulk geometries are supported in both
cases by 4-dimensional Poincare invariant kink solu-´
tions approaching asymptotically AdS space see
w x .21 for a recent extensive review of the subject .
Recently a gravity computation of some two-point
correlation functions in field theories with renormal-
w xization group flow was presented in 22 . This com-
putation amounts to the study of the coupled
gravity-scalar equations describing fluctuations of
the scalars and the metric around a kink solution.
The background scalars naturally fall into two classes:
the scalars with a non-trivial dependence on the fifth
w xdimension which, in the terminology of 22 , are
 .called ‘‘active’’ and the constant or vanishing ‘‘in-
w xert’’ scalars. In 22 striking differences between the
expected correlation functions of YM operators dual
to inert and to active scalars were observed. The
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correlation functions of the operators dual to the
inert scalars are straightforward to compute and they
provide a consistent description of the spectrum in
the boundary field theory. Quite opposite, the corre-
lation functions of the operators dual to active scalars
were then found to be physically unreasonable. The
w xauthors of 22 suggested that this might be due to
the presence of the metric singularity in the interior,
which in turn might invalidate the standard AdS
prescription for computing correlation functions.
Adding the standard supplementary gravity boundary
terms did not clarify the situation.
In this note we reconsider the two-point correla-
tion functions for operators dual to active scalars.
We use the Hamiltonian formulation of the
w xAdSrCFT correspondence 23 to deal with boundary
terms and the standard prescription for computing
correlation functions in the gravity approximation
w x2,3 . Another point of deviation from the analysis in
w x22 is our choice of gauge.
We start by analyzing the quadratic action for
fluctuations of the scalar fields and the metric near
their background values. All the boundary terms one
could add to the gravity action are unambiguously
fixed by the Hamiltonian version of the AdSrCFT
w xcorrespondence 23 that requires the gravity action
  ..to be schematically of the form Hdt pqyH p,q ,˙
where H is the Hamiltonian and t, the coordinate in
the bulk direction, plays the role of the time. For the
quadratic action this prescription implies that it does
not contain any gravity or scalar fields with second
derivative in the bulk direction. All such terms are
integrated by parts and arising boundary terms are
simply discarded.
For the sake of simplicity we consider the case of
a unique active scalar f and pick up the ‘‘almost’’
radial gauge for which the scalar fluctuation f is set
to zero. The residual gauge symmetry is enough to
decouple the transverse components of the graviton
and it leads to the conservation law for the stress-en-
ergy tensor in the boundary field theory. Except for
the traceless transverse graviton the only physical
degree of freedom is then the trace of the graviton h
for which we obtain a very simple action, basically
due to the existence of a superpotential.
The trace of the graviton is usually viewed as the
gravity field dual to the trace of the stress-energy
tensor in the field theory away from the conformal
point. However, we show that by using a field
redefinition one can recast the action for h into the
standard action for a scalar field s in the kink
background with some complicated potential. De-
pending of the form of the kink solution, the scalar s
may then be naturally interpreted as the dual either
to the YM operator invoking RG flow or to the
corresponding field theory operator with a non-trivial
vacuum expectation value. The relation between h
and s appears to be h;by1s, where b is the
w xholographic beta function introduced in 10 . We
believe that a similar relation also occurs for general
w xbackgrounds with many active scalars 24 .
We then consider the same two kink solutions as
w xin 22 . The first one corresponds to Ns4 SYM,
perturbed by an operator of dimension 3, that flows
in the IR to Ns1 SYM. The second kink involves
 .one active scalar from the 20 of SO 6 and the
corresponding dual flow describes the states on the
Coulomb branch of N s 4 SYM, which is
parametrized by the vacuum expectation value of
  I J .. Ione of the operators O s tr X X , where X2
are YM scalars.
Evaluating the on-shell action for these supergrav-
ity solutions we find that in both cases the two-point
functions exhibit the same behaviour as was found
w xfor the inert scalars in 18,22 . Indeed, in the first
case we get a discrete spectrum while in the second
example the spectrum is continuous with a mass gap.
2. Gravityractive scalar system
 .Consider dq1 -dimensional gravity, described
 .by a metric G with signature 1,1, . . . ,1,y1 , min-mn
imally coupled to scalar fields w I. The action is of
the form2
1 1
dq1 mn I I’Ss d x yG Ry G E w E w yV w , .H m n /4 2
2.1 .
2 w x s nOur conventions are: = ,= V s R V and R s R .m n r mnr s m r mnr
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 .V w is the scalar potential. The equations of motion
that follow from this action are
1
I I I r IR y G Ry2E w E w qG E w E wmn mn m n mn r2
q2G Vs0 ,mn
E V
m I= E w y s0 . 2.2 .m IEw
They imply
dq1
I r IRy2E w E w s4 V ,r dy1
4V
I IR y2E w E w s G . 2.3 .mn m n mndy1
ILet g and f be solutions of the equations ofmn
motion and decompose G and w around theirmn
background values
I I IG sg qh , w sf qf .mn mn mn
Discarding total derivative terms, we find the follow-
ing quadratic action for the fluctuations
1 1
dq1 r mn’S s d x yg y = h = hH2 r mn4 4
1 1
m rn n mq = h = h y = h= hr mn mn2 2
1 2V V
m 2 2q = h= hq h y hm mn /4 dy1 dy1
1
mn I I I m Iqh = f = f q = hf = fm n m2
1 1
I m I I Jy = f = f y V f f . 2.4 .m I J2 2
The covariant derivative = is with respect to them
background metric g which is also used to raisemn
and lower indices, hsh m, and we have introducedm
the notation
E V E 2V
< <V s , V s .wsf wsfI I JI I JEw Ew Ew
Within the context of the AdSrCFT correspondence,
we are interested in background solutions which
respect d-dimensional Poincare invariance. Thus, we´
 .make an ansatz for the background solving 2.2 of
the form
ds2 sdx 2 qe2 A x 0 .h dx idx j , 2.5 .0 i j
where h is the Minkowski metric and take f toi j
depend only on x .0
The analysis of the action and the equations of
motion is complicated by the fact that the scalar
fields couple to the graviton already in the quadratic
action. Therefore, the spectrum of the theory on this
background cannot be readily read off the action or
the equations. However, the problem of finding the
spectrum of the theory can be simplified by an
appropriate gauge choice. The quadratic action and
the equations of motion are invariant under gauge
transformations induced by reparametrizations:
I m Id h s= z q= z , df sz = f . 2.6 .mn m n n m m
One usually imposes the temporal gauge h s00m
and solves the constraints, i.e. the equations of mo-
w xtion for h . This was done in 22 . However, this0m
gauge choice leads to a very complicated system of
equations and, moreover, it was only possible to
derive a third-order equation for scalar fields. On the
 .other hand, the gauge transformations 2.6 of scalar
fields show that on backgrounds with at least one
1nonvanishing field f ’f one can impose the al-
most temporal gauge h s0sf. This gauge choice0 i
˜is very natural, because the combination h ’h y00 00
 .2= fr= f is gauge invariant, and one could ex-0 0
press the action and the equations of motion in terms
˜of h rather than h . Then only the scalar fields00 00
change under gauge transformations.
For the sake of simplicity we restrict ourselves to
considering the simplest case of one active scalar.
Then the action depends only on h and h . It isi j 00
convenient to introduce t viai j
h se2 At , hi j sey2 At i j , t’ t i s t h i j .i j i j i i j
In what follows we will not distinguish upper and
lower indices. It is straightforward to derive
= h sE h , = h sE h , = h s0 ,0 00 0 00 i 00 i 00 0 0 i
= h se2 AE A h h y t , .i 0 j 0 i j 00 i j
= h se2 AE t , = h se2 AE t0 i j 0 i j i k l i k l
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 .and to cast the action 2.4 in the form
1 1 12 2dq1 d AS s d x e y E t q E t . .H2 0 i j 04 4 4
1 1 d2 2y2 A 2 2 2y e E t q E At q E A t .  .i k l 0 i j 0 i j4 2 2
1 1 d 2y2 A 2 2 2q e E t E t y E At y E A t .i k l k i l 0 02 4 4




1yd 1 d 22qh E AE ty E Aty E A t .00 0 0 0 0 2 2 2
1 1 2V
y2 A y2 A 2q e E E t y e E ty ti j i j i /2 2 dy1
2d d V22qh E Aq E A q h . .00 0 0 00 /4 4 dy1
2.7 .
We see from this action that h is a non-dynamical00
field, and can thus be integrated out. On the other
hand we have the constraints that follow from the h0 i
equations of motion and from the equation for f.
They are
1yd E AE h qE E tyE t s0 , 2.8 .  . .0 i 00 0 i j ji
2E h E fq2 dE AE fqE f h yE tE fs0 . .0 00 0 0 0 0 00 0 0
2.9 .
These constraints allow us to express h through t00 i j
and therefore, they should be compatible with the
 .equation of motion for h that follows from 2.7 .00
From here on we restrict ourselves to the most
 .interesting case ds4, and to a potential V w which
 .can be derived from a superpotential W w ,
22 2g E W g
2V f s y W . 2.10 .  . /8 Ef 3
All explicitly known backgrounds are obtained from
w xsuch a potential. One can show 8 , that any solution
to the equations
g g E W 2
E Asy W , E fs , gs , 2.11 .0 03 2 LEf
 .also satisfies the equations of motion 2.2 . The
length scale L is related to the cosmological constant
2  .L via Lsy12rL s4V ws0 . It is not difficult
to verify that these relations lead to the identity
422E Aq4 E A q Vs0 . 2.12 .  .0 0 3
 .This identity simplifies the action 2.7 considerably
and it now takes the form
1 1 12 25 4 AS s d x e y E t q E t . .H2 0 i j 04 4 4
1 12y2 A y2 Ay e E t q e E t E t .i k l k k l i i l4 2
1 1 2y2 A y2 Aq e tE E t q e E t .i j i j i2 4
3 1
y2 Aqh y E AE tq e E E t00 0 0 i j i j 2 2
1
y2 A 2 2y e E t yVh . 2.13 .i 00/2
 w x.It is well-known see, e.g. 23 that the transverse
traceless components of the metric fluctuations de-
couple, and are described by the same equation as a
free minimally-coupled massless scalar in the back-
 .ground 2.5 . The physical reason for the decoupling
is that due to the Lorentz invariance the boundary
stress tensor is conserved and, therefore, only the
transverse traceless components can couple to it. For
this reason it is convenient to introduce the following
decomposition of the graviton
1
H < <t s t qt q hh yE E H .i j i j i j i j i j4
Here t H is the traceless transverse part and t < < is ai j i j
traceless longitudinal part given by
E E E Ei j i j< <t s E t q E t y2 E E t ; 2.14 .i j k jk k i k k m k m2I I I
it satisfies E E t < < s0.i j i j
Substituting this decomposition in the action one
can easily see that the transverse traceless compo-
nents do decouple, and in what follows we will drop
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them. Moreover, the longitudinal traceless compo-
nents also decouple and the only remaining coupled
fields are h and H.
To analyze their action we introduce their Fourier
transforms
1
4 i p xt x , x s d p e t x , p , .  .Hi j 0 i j 024p
1
4 i p xh x , x s d p e h x , p . .  .H00 0 00 024p
 .In momentum space the constraints 2.8 take the
form
3
< <y3E Ah p q p E hyp E t s0.0 00 i i 0 j 0 i j4
From here one finds that
1
E Ah s E h. 2.15 .0 00 04
and t < < does not depend on x . Thus, t < < are noti j 0 i j
dynamical modes and do not couple to any operators
in the boundary theory. They may therefore be omit-
ted.
We are left with the graviton modes t of thei j
form
1
t s h hqp p H ,i j i j i j4
whose dynamics is described by the action
1 3 324 4 A 2S s dx d p e E h q p E hE H .H2 0 0 0 04 16 8
3
y2 A 2 2q e p h
32
3 3
2 y2 A 2qh y E A E hqp E H q e p h .00 0 0 0 /2 8
2yVh . 2.16 .00
Making the following shift of h00
E h0h ™h q , 2.17 .00 00 4E A0
 .we rewrite 2.16 as
1 3 24 4 AS s dx d p e E h .H2 0 04 16
3 3
2 y2 A 2 2y p E Ah E Hq e p h0 00 02 32
E h0q h q00 /4E A0
3 3
y2 A 2= y E AE hq e p h0 0 /2 8
2
E h0yV h q . 2.18 .00 /4E A0
Thus h is a momentum for H and the constraint00
 .  .2.15 , which, after the shift 2.17 reads h s0,00
shows that H is not a dynamical field. So we can set
 .h s0 and obtain, using again 2.12 , the final00
action for h
1 3 E 2 A04 4 AS s dx d p e PH2 0 24 64 E A .0
2 y2 A 2 2= E h qe p h . 2.19 .  . .0
 .Some comments are in order. The action 2.19 has
the correct overall sign as E 2 A is always negative0
w x8 . The terms in parentheses are exactly the same as
for the transverse traceless components. Actually the
 .only difference between the action 2.19 and the
action for the transverse traceless components is in
the factor
223 E A 9 E0y s logW2  /16 32 EfE A .0
2
1 df 1
2s s b , /8 dA 8
dfwhere bs is the holographic beta function intro-dA
w xduced in 10 . One can remove this factor by rescal-
ing h
28 2 E A .0hs ss8 y s.) 2b 3E A0
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The new field s is a scalar with proper transforma-
tion properties under reparametrizations, however, it
 .has a complicated potential U x , and is described0
by the action
1
4 4 AS sy dx d p eH2 0 2
2 y2 A 2 2= E s q e p qU x s , 2.20 .  .  . . /0 0
where
XX 2 XXX XXX 2  i˝.A A 1 A 1 A
U x s2 y2 y q . X X XX XX0  /  /A A 4 A 2 A
AXXXAX
XXq2 y4 A . 2.21 .XXA
The appearance of the relative factor between h
and s is indeed very natural, because the trace of the
graviton h is dual to the trace of the stress tensor
w xand, as was discussed in 22 , in a deformed confor-
mal field theory we expect to have an operator
w xrelation 25
T i x sb O x , .  .i
where O is the operator responsible for the deforma-
tion of the conformal field theory. In other words,
the coupling of h to the trace of the stress-energy
1tensor is H hTsH sT’H sO. Therefore, we see« e «b
that if h is dual to the trace of the stress tensor then
the scalar s is dual to the operator O.
It is worth noting that we have no linear term in
the final action. Linear terms do not appear because
they can come only from total-derivative bulk terms,
but we omit any such a term following the prescrip-
w x w xtion of 23 . Moreover, according to 23 , we do not
 .need to add any boundary term to the actions 2.19
 .or 2.20 , and these actions are appropriate for com-
puting the 2-point function of the operator O. The
absence of linear terms leads to the vanishing of the
one-point correlator of the operator O dual to the
scalar s. This may look strange because one usually
says that in a perturbed conformal field theory an
operator dual to an active scalar has a nonvanishing
one-point function. Nevertheless, we work in flat
4-dimensional space, and, therefore, we can always
choose such a substraction scheme that a one-point
function of any local operator vanishes. This seems
to mean that the scalar s is actually dual to the
 :operator Oy O .
 .Deriving the action 2.19 , we have not used the
 .constraint 2.9 yet. One may wonder if this con-
straint imposes additional restrictions on admissible
configurations of the gravity fields. In the Appendix
we show that this constraint follows from the equa-
tions of motion for h and H, and from the h -con-0 i
 .straints 2.8 , and, therefore, can be omitted.
 .Next we use the action 2.19 to compute 2-point
w xfunctions in the two cases recently studied in 22 .
Recall that the 2-point functions of active scalars
w xobtained in 22 appear to be problematic. We will
 .see that action 2.19 in both cases leads to reason-
able 2-point functions.
We begin with the case considered in Section 3 of
w x22 . The supergravity solution discussed there was
w xfound in 11 , and describes the renormalization group
flow of Ns4 SYM theory to Ns1 SYM theory
w xat long distances. We refer the reader to 11 for
details.
To simplify the equations of motion of the scalar
field and its solution, a new coordinate u was intro-
w xduced in 22 such that
u du 2 dA 1
2 Ae s , s 1yu , s . .
1yu dx L dx Lu0 0
In this coordinate the boundary of the 5-d space is at
us1, and there is a singularity at us0. With these
 .formulas we rewrite the action 2.19 as
3 p2L224 2 2S sy du d p u E h q h .H2 u /64L 4u 1yu .
3
4 2sy du d p E u hE h , 2.22 . .H u u64L
where in the second step the equation of motion for
h
2 p2L2
2E hq E hy hs0 2.23 .u u
u 4u 1yu .
has been used. To compute the 2-point function we
w xfollow the standard AdSrCFT prescription 2,3 .
Imposing Dirichlet boundary conditions at us1y
2  .« , we obtain the solution to 2.23 , regular at us0
F a ,a ;2;u .y qh u , p s h p , 2.24 .  .  .2F a ,a ;2;1y« .y q
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where
1
2 2(a s 1" 1yp L /" 2
 .and F a,b;c,u is the hypergeometric function F .2 1
The 2-point function of h in momentum space is
given by the familiar formula
 :O p O yp .  .
3 E F a ,a ;2;u .u y q
2<s lim .us1y««™ 0 32 L F a ,a ;2;u .y q
2.25 .
To find the 2-point function we need
d
uF a,b ;2;u sF a,b ;1;u , .  . .du
1
F a ,a ;2;1 s , .y q G 2ya G 2ya .  .y q
and the expansion
1
F a ,a ;1;u s .y q G a G a .  .y q
= 2C 1 yC a yC a .  .  . y q
y2log«qo « . . .
Then, omitting all terms polynomial in p, we find in
the limit «™0
 :O p O yp .  .
2 23 p L 1
2 2(s C 1y 1yp L / /32 L 4 2
1
2 2(qC 1q 1yp L . 2.26 . / / /2
The correlator has a discrete spectrum of poles at
2  . 2yp s4n nq1 rL , ns0,1, . . . . A similar dis-
w xcrete spectrum was found in 11,22 by studying
2-point correlators of inert scalars. Thus contrary to
w xthe result in 22 , we obtain for the active scalar a
2-point correlator with the expected behaviour.
Next we consider the second case, cf. Section 4 of
w x w x22 , where the flow obtained in 18,19 was used to
analyze the 2-point function of an active scalar. This
flow changes the vacuum of Ns4 SYM which is
now on the Coulomb branch.
w xA new coordinate ˝ was introduced 22 such that
l 2 ˝2r3 d˝ 2
2 A 2r3e s , s ˝ 1y˝ , .2 1y˝ dx LL 0
dA ˝q2
s , 2.27 .1r3dx 3L˝0
l is an additional length scale. As in the first exam-
ple, the boundary of the 5-d space is at ˝s1, and
there is a singularity at ˝s0.
First we check that our interpretation of the field
s as the dual to the operator O in the YM is2
 .consistent. For the kink solution 2.27 there exists a
w xlimiting procedure 18 that allows one to remove the
flow and to restore the AdS solution. This is a
l2 2limiting case when ’j becomes small while2L




2 2 4 4s s1yj x q j x q . . . .2 3ch j x .
Clearly, in this limit
˝2r3
2 22 As log j fylog x , . /1y˝
d˝ 2 2r3 .and from s ˝ 1y˝ it follows thatdx L0
L
dx sy dx , 2.28 .0
x
i.e. one recovers the standard AdS metric.
X  .By using A sdArdx from 2.27 together with0
 .2.28 it is easy to find the leading terms of the
derivatives
1 1 4
X XX4 4 4 4A ; q j x , A ;y j x ,2L 9L 9L
42 43
XXX 4 4  I V . 4 4A ; j x , A ;y j x . 2.29 .3 49L 9L
Since b;j 2, it vanishes in this limit.
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 .  .Upon substituting 2.29 into 2.21 one gets
4 4 .  .U x sy qO j . Thus, in the limit j™0 the20 L
 .action 2.20 becomes
3L
4S sy dzd p yg(H2 a2
22 2 2 2 2= z E s qz p s y4 s , 2.30 .  . .z
where g is the determinant of the standard AdSa
 .metric. Eq. 2.30 is the familiar action for the scalar
field on the AdS space with mass m2 sy4 that is
dual to the YM operator O of conformal weight2
Ds2. It is worth noting that from the point of view
of the 2-point correlator of the operator dual to the
scalar s, the limit j™0 is equivalent to taking p2 to
infinity, i.e. to the UV limit. Therefore, this consid-
eration shows that the 2-point correlator does not
vanish, and behaves itself in the UV as expected
from an operator of the UV conformal dimension
Ds2.
 .  .With the help of 2.27 we rewrite 2.20 as
l4 ˝2
4S sy d˝d pH2 5 1y˝L  .
=
p2L42 2E s q s .˝ 2 2 4 l ˝ 1y˝ .
3 4y2˝q˝2 . 2y s . 2.31 .2 2 /˝q2 ˝ 1y˝ .  .
This action leads to the following equation of motion
for s
2y˝ p2L4
2E sq E sy s˝ ˝ 2 2˝ 1y˝ 4 l ˝ 1y˝ .  .
3 4y2˝q˝2 .
q ss0 . 2.32 .2 2˝q2 ˝ 1y˝ .  .
The on-shell value of the action is
l4 ˝2
4S sy d p sE s . 2.33 .H2 ˝5  /1y˝L 2˝s1y«
 .Eq. 2.32 has four regular singular points,
 .y2,0,1,‘ and a closed form solution does not
exist. But we can nevertheless analyze the behaviour
of a solution in the neighbourhood of the physically
relevant points at ˝s1 and at ˝s0. At ˝s1, the
 .  . rw  .power series Ansatz s ˝ s 1y˝ 1qa 1y˝1
 .2 .x 2qO 1y˝ leads to the indicial equation r y
2 rq1s0 with two degenerate solutions rs1.
Thus, the general solution is of the form
s ˝ s 1y˝ c f ˝ qc f ˝ log 1y˝ , .  .  .  .  . .1 1 2 2
2.34 .
 .where f and f are power series in 1y˝ with1 2
leading term 1.
A similar analysis at ˝s0 leads to an indicial
equation with the two solutions
2 41 1 p L
r sy " 1q .(" 22 2 l
For generic parameters the two independent solu-
tions are pure power series. Of these, the one for r ,y
is forbidden by regularity. Thus, the solution we are
interested in has the general form
h ˝ sc˝ rq 1qa ˝qa ˝2 q . . . . .  .1 2
 2It is regular at ˝s0 for space-like momenta p )
.0 . Note however that although the solution is not
regular at the singularity ˝s0 if the momentum
2 2 4  .obeys 0Fyp - l rL , the ˝-integration, cf. 2.33 ,
gives a vanishing contribution at ˝s0 due to the
factor ˝2 in the numerator.
To find the 2-point function we need to analyti-
cally continue this solution to the neighbourhood of
˝s1. By comparing with the known solution of
 . 2  .2.32 in the UV limit p ™‘ j™0 we conclude
 .that both constants c and c in 2.34 are nonvan-1 2
ishing. It is not difficult to compute the 2-point
function in terms of these constants. By using the
conventional rules of the AdSrCFT correspondence,
we get
 :O p O yp .  .
2 l4 ˝2
2<s lim E s ˝ , 2.35 .  .˝s1y««™ 0 ˝ «5 1y˝L
where
1y˝ c f ˝ qc f ˝ log 1y˝ .  .  .  . .1 1 2 2
s ˝ s .« 2 2 2 2« c f 1y« qc f 1y« log « .  .  . .1 1 2 2
is the solution of the equation of motion normalized
to be 1 at ˝s1y« 2. The leading term in « ,
non-analytic in p2, is
1 l4c1 :O p O yp s P . 2.36 .  .  .4 2 5« log « 2 L c2
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1The factor is the one that one expects in the4 2« log «
2-point correlator of a scalar field with the UV
 w xconformal weight 2 see, e.g. 26 or the Appendix of
w x.27 . Although we do not know the constants c and1
c explicitly, their p2-dependence will be through2
w xr . We thus conclude, as in 22 for the case of theq
inert scalar, that the correlator has a continuous
spectrum with a mass gap, m2 G l 2rL4, which van-
ishes in the limit j™0.
3. Conclusion
In this paper we studied graviton-scalar fluctua-
tions in ds5 flow geometries which are dual to
boundary field theories with RG flow. We showed
that the analysis of the coupled gravity-scalar sector
drastically simplifies by a choice of the almost radial
gauge, where one of the active scalars vanishes, but
the trace of the graviton h remains dynamical. We
considered in detail the simplest case of one active
scalar, decoupled the graviton trace from the trans-
verse traceless components, and obtained a very
simple quadratic action for it. The Lagrangian of the
graviton trace differs from the one of a minimally-
 .coupled massless scalar field e.g. dilaton only by a
factor which coincides with the square of the holo-
graphic beta function of the operator responsible for
the deformation of the conformal field theory. This is
a very natural result due to the operator relation
T i s b IO I in a deformed CFT. We expect that ai I
similar relation between the action for h and the
dilaton action also holds for the general case of
many active scalars, where the factor would be given
by the square of a ‘‘weighted’’ holographic beta
function.
We fixed the form of the quadratic action by
w xmeans of the Hamiltonian prescription 23 and used
the action to compute 2-point functions of the gravi-
ton trace in two cases of flow geometries. In both
cases we obtained physically reasonable functions
which have the same momentum dependence as
those of inert scalars. Thus, we successfully resolved
w xthe problem recently raised in 22 .
It is worth noting that the geometries we consid-
ered have a curvature singularity in the interior and
one would expect large string corrections to the
2-point functions, which could drastically change the
behaviour of the correlators. Nevertherless, this
seems not to happen because the curvature is small
near the boundary, and the contribution of the vicin-
ity of the singularity to the on-shell gravity action
vanishes.
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Appendix A. The second constraint
 .Here we analyze the constraint 2.9 and show
 .that it follows from 2.8 and the equations of mo-
tion. Since the equation of motion for f is
E V
2sE fq4E fE A ,0 0 0
Ef
 .Eq. 2.9 can be written as
E V
CsE h E fq2 h yE tE f . A.1 .0 00 0 00 0 0
Ef
By using the equation of motion for h together00
 .with 2.8 we find
V E h 1 ey2 Ap2 h02p E HsyE hy q0 0 23 4 E AE A . 00
and, therefore,
V E h 1 ey2 Ap2 h0
E tsy q .0 23 4 E AE A . 00
Taking into account that
1 E 2 h 1 E 2 A0 0
E h s y E h ,0 00 024 E A 4 E A .0 0
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one finds
1 E 2 h 1 E 2 A 1 ey2 Ap2 h0 0Cs y E hy02 4 E A 4 4 E AE A .0 00
V E h 1 E V E h0 0q E fq A.2 .02 /3 2 E AEfE A . 00
 .From 2.19 one finds the equation of motion for h:
E 2 h E 2 A ey2 Ap2 h0 0y2 E hy02E A E AE A .0 00
E 3 A0sy4E hy E h. A.3 .0 02E AE A0 0
Therefore, by virtue of this equation one obtains
1 E 2 A E 3 A0 0Cs E hyE hy E h0 0 02 2 4 4E AE AE A . 0 00
V E h 1 E V E h0 0q E fq . A.4 .02 /3 2 E AEfE A . 00
 .Recalling 2.12 , one then finds
1 E 3 A0Cs y8y E fE h0 02 /4 E AE A0 0
1 E V E h0q . A.5 .
2 E AEf 0
 .Differentiating 2.12 , one gets
4 E V
3 2E Aq8E AE Aq E fs00 0 0 03 Ef
and, as a consequence,
2
1 E V E f E h 1 E V E h .0 0 0Cs q23 2 E AE AE AEf Ef 00 0
1 E V E h 2 20 2s E f qE A . .0 02  /2 3E AE AEf 0 0
Finally, we have the relation
g E W 2 22E Asy E fsy E f . A.6 . .0 0 03 Ef 3
Upon substituting this relation into the previous for-
 .mula we find Cs0. Thus, constraint 2.9 is com-
patible with the dynamics.
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